WIFI COMMERCIAL SPEAKER SYSTEM
Scheduling Capability

Play A Variety of Bell Tones and
Music at a Scheduled Time
Set it and Forget it

Live Broadcast

Operational and
Emergency
Communication

High Fidelity Sound

Simple Intuitive Setup

AdmoveoSolutions.com
800-964-5749

We have combined our expertise in networking and live broadcasting with the high fidelity speaker sound of
SONOS to bring a truly wonderful “best in class” WI-Fi paging speaker system.
We have eliminated the hassle and expense of installing cables for a paging speaker system.

System Performance
Live Broadcast: The Wi-Fi Speaker System is equipped with a Live Broadcast Master Communication
Package. It allows you to call an individual speaker or a group/zone of speakers. We have developed this
system so that you are operational within minutes after you unpack the box.
Scheduling: You are able to schedule events to occur, thereby, have a bell sound, music or a variety of
tones to play at a designated time.
High Fidelity Sound: The speakers use advanced audio technology to tune themselves to the room or area
they are located. These are smart audio devices-producing superior sound.

Installation Expectations
Please set high standards and let us match your expectations.
Standard WiFi 2.4GHz Network The Speakers and the Master can easily connect to your Standard WiFi
2.4GHz network. The downloadable PC or Mac application will configure the devices to your network. The
connection is similar to the way you currently connect your computers to your WiFi Network.
NOTE: If your WiFi signal is very weak in your facility we can provide a simple repeater to enhance the signal strength.

Advanced WiFi Setup is quite easy to implement but it requires the Master unit to be connected directly to
your Ethernet Switch via Ethernet Patch Cable. This will allow the system to create a dedicated wireless
network specifically for your speakers.
Speaker Mounting is recommend and is easily accomplished with our wall mounting kits.
We deliver our customers lifetime technical support backed by an industry leading product warranty.
Admoveo Solutions delivers advanced technology to produce an excellent Commercial Broadcast Speaker
System.
Please call us at (800) 964-5749 or email us at info@AdmoveoSolutions.com to GET Your Questions
Answered.

Speaker Specs
Medium Speaker Size: 5.2”(H)x10.6”(W)x6.3”(D) Weight 5.71 lbs
Large Speaker Size: 8.03”(H)x14.33”(W)x6.06”(D) Weight 14 lbs
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